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ABSTRACT
A digital image display based system was designed and
implemented to perform visual measurements of apparent
modulation induced by the Cornsweet illusion.
The system was used to examine the results reported on previous
experiments designed to measure the modulation transfer function
of the human visual system. The reported results of experiments
performed by Dooley and Greenfield on induced modulation were
examined, and data not reported in that work was collected on
the range of modulations over which observers perceived linear
images.
The system developed has the flexibility to be adapted for many
different types of experiments. Visual experiments involving
human observers reported in the literature often required the
construction of specialized, complex mechanical devices to
collect data about the visual system. In contrast, the system
described here can be easily adapted for a broad range of
experiments .
In addition to the Cornsweet perception study described, the
system was configured to study an experiment performed by Lowry
and DePalma involving the perception of Mach Bands.
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INTRODUCTION
The spread of energy caused by any component in a linear imaging
system can be described in one of two fundamental ways: C1D
1) The point spread function, s(x,y), which describes
how energy from a single source spreads out in space.,
2) The optical transfer function, 0TF(fx,fy), which
describes, in the frequency domain, the fidelity with
which any spatial frequency signal is passed by the
system.
The first parameter, the point spread function, s(x,y), of such
a system can be determined by measuring the image formed by the
system when the object is a small source, approximating the
theoretical point source. A true point source is defined as an
object whose area is zero. Actual measurements require a source
of finite extent, so it is important to remember that in
practice, the image formed by a system under test is actually a
function of the true point spread function and the source's
dimensions. If that real source is much smaller than the point
spread function of the optical system, the resultant image
approximates the system's point spread function C2D.
An optical system can also be characterized in the spatial
frequency domain, in order to determine the system's optical
transfer function (OTF). In place of the point source, the
system can be presented with a series of object fields whose
luminance distributions are sinusoidal. Using objects whose
spatial frequencies range from very low (long wavelengths) to
very high (short wavelengths), the system's performance can be
monitored over a range of frequencies. The system's ability to
image object fields at each frequency is determined by measuring
the modulation of the image formed by the system, given an
object field at unit modulation C3D.
For many years, the use of the Modulation Transfer Function
(MTF) to characterize the performance of optical systems has
been common. The MTF of any system is given as the modulus, or
real absolute value of the complex valued OTF C4D.
The modulation of object or image fields is defined as: C5]
(Lmax - Lmin)
modulation =
(Lmax + Lmin)
Where: Lmin = minimum luminance
Lmax = maximum luminance
Such a measure is preferable to a simple contrast measure,
because it is invariant over varying average field power.
It should be noted that in the literature two different
definitions for modulation have been used, often without a clear
description of which definition was intended. In both cases,
the field is defined by using a luminance (L) and a
delta-luminance (delta-L).
Figure 1 illustrates one definition in which L describes the
mean luminance and delta-L represents the difference between
this mean value and the extreme values.
(Lmax + Lmin)
L =
1 2
(Lmax - Lmin)
delta-L =
1 2
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Figure 1 - Definition of Modulation
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Therefore:
(Lmax - Lmin) delta-L
Modulation = M = = 1
1 (Lmax + Lmin) L
1
In the second definition, shown in Figure 2, L describes the
minimum luminance and delta-L represents the difference between
the minimum and maximum values.
L = Lmin
2
delta-L = (Lmax - Lmin)
2
Therefore
(Lmax - Lmin) (Lmax - Lmin)
Modulation = M = t
2 Lmin (Lmax + Lmin)
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Figure 2 - Alternate Definition of Modulation
When Lmax-Lmin, both definitions are equal to zero, but the
difference between the systems becomes clear when Lmin is zero.
The two equations reduce to:
Lmax Lmax
M = = 1.0 M = = infinity
1 Lmax 2 0
Taking a sinusoidal variation in luminance as an example, it is
seen that the first definition of modulation gives:
M = C (Lmax-Lmin) / (Lmax+Lmin)D = (amplitude /DC value)
Using the first definition, the modulation of an image can be
calculated using the MTF of an imaging system:
Image Modulation^ ) = MTF(f) * Object Modulation^ )
Throughout this discussion, the first definition of modulation,
M , will be used.
i
Both the system point spread function in the spatial domain, and
the system spatial frequency response by use of the OTF
measurement are used to describe the same phenomenon in an
imaging system.
Measuring these parameters for a passive imaging system is
straightforward. The mechanics are demanding, but in a passive
system the system's effect can be measured, and the result can
be cascaded with other components in an incoherent imaging
system. The human visual system is not passive. The active
multi-level system includes lateral communication that creates a
spread function more complex than that in a passive system.
5
THE VISUAL SYSTEM
It has long been known that the human visual system has a point
spread function markedly unlike that of typical optical systems,
E. Mach in 1865 C6D identified the fundamental shape of the
spread function in human photopic vision that is accepted today:
The narrow excitatory field surrounded by a broad inhibitory
field shown below.
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Figure 3 - Excitatory/ Inhibitory Spread Function
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Central to an understanding of the phenomena relating to the
visual system's transfer function is the fact that the lateral
spread of information in the visual system can be of two types:
1) The lateral excitation of cells - the expected spread of
energy that exists in all physical optical systems, and
2) A lateral inhibition, the ability of absorbed energy at one
location in the retina to reduce the response of other cells in
the retina. It is this inhibitory effect that allows the visual
system to exhibit the special characteristics so different from
those found in passive sensing systems C73.
The shape of the human visual system spread function is a result
of many different mechanisms. The spread function can be broken
down into several different conceptual units.
There is an optical spread in the visual system caused by
physical phenomena such as diffraction, defocus, abberations and
scatter. There is also a neurological spread caused by
adjoining
cells'
excitation along lateral neurological pathways;
the horizontal and amacrine cells in the retina.
There is another form of lateral communication that occurs in
the retina's interconnections which is fundamental to observed
effects in the human visual system. In addition to the lateral
spread of the excitatory signals, there is an inhibitory effect
occurring simultaneously.
The excitatory/ inhibitory spread pattern is possible only
because the information about the irradiance falling on any one
receptor in the retina spreads laterally within the retina, the
visual pathways, the brain, or some combination of all three.
Without those lateral communication pathways, it would not be
possible for the negative surround to be caused by a positive
value in the center of the field.
Again, due to the lateral pathways in the retina, energy falling
directly on a receptor field in the retina serves to inhibit the
response of surrounding cells.
The net effect of all these processes on a small image formed on
the retinal surface is the central excitatory peak surrounded by
an inhibitory field shown previously in Figure 3.
The retina serves as the image forming plane in the eye,
containing the rods and cones which are the light sensitive
elements in the eye. The actual transfer of energy from the
incident light to the electrical signal begins at the pigment
epithelium in the outermost portions of the retina, and is sent
to the brain via the optic nerve.
The pigment and receptors absorb some of the incident energy,
signalling the optic nerve when such an event occurs. It is
interesting to note that light must travel through the
collection of intermediate layers at the rear of the eyeball
before striking the photoreceptors, causing some scatter within
those layers. Figure 4 shows a schematic view of the path the
light takes through the retinal layers toward the detector
surface.
Figure 4 - Schematic Cross-sectional View of Human Retina
9
Figure 5 illustrates the second phenomenon inherent in the
optics of the eye. It shows the mechanisms in the rear of the
eye that support lateral communication between the
photoreceptors. The horizontal cells in the outer plexiform
layer, the amacrine cells in the inner nuclear layer, and the
branching dendrites of the bipolar and ganglion cells provide
for interaction across the retina C8D. Along each one of these
layers in the cross section of the eye, signals can be
transmitted to adjacent detectors.
Bipolar Cell
Ganglion
Cells
Bipolar Cell
Detectors
Figure 5 - Lateral Pathways in the Retina
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This lateral inhibition is most easily visualized in the spatial
domain, by the narrow center /broad surround model. But the
lateral inhibition evident in the spread function can also be
described in the frequency domain; ie., by the system's optical
transfer function (OTF). In a linear system, the spatial spread
function can be transformed to its equivalent frequency response
description by the use of Fourier transform techniques C9Z
The negative inhibitory lobes surrounding the spread function in
the spatial domain cause a reduction in low frequency response
when viewed in the frequency domain. This is due to the fact
that for an extended object field, each detector is affected by
a large number of signals: some positive signal due to the
image point actually falling on that detector, and the negative
inhibitory signals from all the image points falling on the
surrounding detectors.
In contrast, a single point of light in the visual field will
not cause the same effect, since the
'negative'
signals are sent
to receptors that are without a signal, and can therefore not be
effectively reduced, because the visual system is already
perceiving the surrounding area as black.
11
Several studies in the neural patterns produced in eyes of lower
animals have provided evidence that at least some of the
processing done by the visual system occurs within the retina.
Bekesy studied those of the Limulus crab E10D, and Burkhardt and
Bernston studied the patterns in the frog retina CUD. Both of
the studies showed that the neural connections within the retina
allow lateral inhibition.
Whatever the actual mechanism for the lateral interaction, if
the system is linear and shift invariant, the resultant image
distribution can be specified mathematically as the convolution
in the spatial domain of the object distribution with the spread
function C123. For the one-dimensional case:
image(x) = object(x) * spread(x)
Where * represents the convolution operation, defined as:
i
<x>
g(x)*h(x)=
]g(x' )h(x-x' )dx'
These equations allow the effect of the spread function on the
imaging system to be studied in the spatial domain.
While the spatial domain descriptors can be used to model the
behavior of imaging systems, there are some advantages to
dealing with the MTF's. In order to cascade any number of
incoherent, linear systems with known MTF's, the system MTF is
12
simply the product of all the individual system MTF's C13D. If
the concept of the spread function were to be maintained, each
individual spread function would have to be convolved into the
system. Such a series of operations is far more cumbersome and
time consuming than the simple multiplications required when
working in the frequency domain.
The one-dimensional spread function shown in Figure 3 can be
broken down mathematically into the sum of two opposing Gaussian
spread functions, as shown in Figure 6. In a linear system, the
Fourier transform of a sum is given by the sum of the Fourier
transforms C14J. Therefore, the system MTF can be found by
taking the Fourier transform of each of the opposing Gaussians
described above, and summing them. This operation is shown in
Figure 7. This approach shows clearly the dip in the low
frequency portion of the MTF curve caused by the inhibitory
surround.
13
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Figure 6 - Sum of Opposing Gaussians
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Figure 7 - Fourier Transform of Opposing Gaussians
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The convolution in the spatial domain discussed earlier is
equivalent to a multiplication in the frequency domain C15].
This property can be utilized to determine the shape of an
unknown spread function given descriptions of the object and
image fields.
image(x) = object (x) * spread(x)
r r r
M II ||
v| v| V|
IMAGE(f) = OBJECT(f) X SPREAD(f)
(Eq. 2) C16D
>
(where < represents the Fourier transform operation)
IMAGE (f )
Therefore: MTF(f)= (Eq. 3) C17D
OBJECT (f )
Fourier analysis has been used with much success in testing and
specifying photographic and photo-optical systems. As a
luminance distribution is passed through a linear system it is
modified due to the spread function and associated MTF inherent
in the system.
16
The ability to extend this treatment to the human visual system
would allow the visual system to be cascaded into optical
systems that use the eye as a detector.
In 1961 E.H. Lowry and J.J. DePalma published the results of a
study that attempted to measure the MTF of the human visual
system based on the above properties C18D.
After the publication of the paper, however, the validity of
this method was questioned since it was based on linear systems
and the visual system is not strictly linear L191. Although the
authors acknowledged this in their first paper L20D, the
question of whether the human visual system is sufficiently
linear to justify the use of Fourier techniques remains.
M. Davidson C21D suggested that the Fourier techniques were
applicable if the images studied were limited to 'small
perturbations of spatially uniform
fields.'
In any case, there is little argument about the
fundamental
shape described above. Taking the entire visual system as a
whole, including effects from various stages of the vision
process, the lateral inhibition is a strong and easily
demonstrated phenomenon.
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One effect of this lateral inhibition is a visual effect
described as 'Mach bands'. The broken line in Figure 8 shows an
object luminance distribution that consists of a constant
gradient bounded by light and dark fields. When such a
distribution is viewed by human observes, the image perceived is
that shown by the solid line in Figure 8 L22H . The undershoot
at the low end is seen as a dark band, and the overshoot at the
high end is seen as a light band. If the gradient portion of
the object distribution is covered, leaving only the constant
luminance 'toe' and
'shoulder'
of the object visible, the
illusion disappears.
In the illustration, the spread function labeled A is positioned
on the horizontal section of the luminance distribution, so each
of the surrounding inhibitory lobes subtracts the same amount
from the central excitatory signal.
The spread function labeled B is positioned at the
'elbow'
of
the distribution. In this position the right inhibitory lobe is
positioned under the increasing section of the distribution, so
its inhibitory component is larger than that of the
left lobe.
Consequently, the image distribution has a lower value,
which is
perceived as a dark band.
18
The spread function labeled C is positioned so that its left
inhibitory lobe produces less inhibition than the right lobe,
This gives rise to the light band reported by observers.
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Figure 8 - Mach Bands
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In a passive optical system governed only by positive excitatory
lateral spread, the opposite effect occurs. Taking a spread
function caused by defocus and scatter to be Gaussian in
profile, and the same object profile shown in Figure 8, the
resultant image is shown as a solid line in Figure 9.
At the boundary between the darker constant portion of the
object, and the base of the linear ramp, (marked CAD), the
optical spread of energy causes an increase in energy at the
'elbow'. The net effect is to reduce the slope and the apparent
contrast at the transition.
At the boundary between the top of the linear ramp and the
constant light portion (marked CBD), the lateral spread again
causes a 'rounding off of the energy distribution at the edge.
The result can also be found computationally by convolving the
object distribution with the spread function of the passive
optical system.
Let obj(x) (shown in Figure 10) be convolved with
the spread
function (s(x)). Taking s(x) as Gaussian in profile,
the image
i(x) is shown in the figure.
20
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Figure 9 - Lateral Excitatory Spread
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*Figure 10 - Convolution with Positive Lateral Spread
22
*Figure 11 - Origin of Mach Bands by Convolution
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As described above, the human visual system does not exhibit
this simple smoothing. Instead the Mach bands described earlier
are perceived.
The reason for that perception is shown in Figure 11. The
object profile is the same as that shown in Figure 10. but the
spread function is now the more complex positive center,
negative surround pattern described.
"Cornsweet edges" are a different class of object luminance
distributions that can induce large area perceived contrast when
none is actually present.
When an object field luminance distribution shown in the left
portion of Figure 12 is shown to observers at low modulations,
they report perceiving a stepped brightness pattern, as shown in
the right half of Figure 12 C233. This effect is known as the
Cornsweet illusion.
lPir@llw(_] 1__,d ==>=>
Figure 12 - Cornsweet Illusion
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For convenience in mathematical analysis, consider a symmetrical
pair of Cornsweet edge profiles, creating a 'Cornsweet rect'
distribution, shown in Figure 13. Such a pattern can be more
easily dealt with mathematically than the asymmetrical patterns
shown in Figure 12. Such patterns were used in a series of
experiments described in the following section.
A@fl(__lD EGfljgj
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Figure 13 - Symmetrical Cornsweet Rectangle Distribution
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RELATED RESEARCH
In the years since Mach described the fundamental spread
function of the human visual system, many attempts have been
made to accurately determine the functional shape of that spread
function. Most have involved the construction of complex
mechanical /optical apparatus, each capable of displaying an
object luminance field, and of describing the perceived output
in a specific way.
Such an approach is necessary because unlike passive optical
systems, there is no easy way to quantify the
'image' in the
visual system. Much work has been performed on lower animals in
efforts to determine the neural responses caused by light energy
at various levels in the visual system. In the work reported
here it is the response of the entire system, not only a single
portion of that system, that is under investigation. In
essence, the goal is to treat the human visual system as a
'black-box'
closed system in which a single
'input'
can be
given, and a single
'output'
can be described.
In the experiment performed by Lowry and DePalma described
earlier, a device was designed and built that allowed subjects
to view a luminance distribution comprised of a linear ramp
central region, surrounded by constant luminance fields C24D.
26
In order to describe the final image as perceived by the test
subjects, Lowry and DePalma's system included a small, moveable
matching field next to the object field. The subjects were
asked to adjust the lightness of the matching field until they
achieved a visual match. Lowry and DePalma then calculated the
transfer function using the Fourier methods described above,
based on the object distribution displayed and the perceived
image as described by the subjects
Their apparatus consisted of a rapidly rotating drum with strips
of paper of varying reflectivity wrapped around it. As the
rotating drum was viewed, the variable area and reflectivities
caused the desired luminance distribution.
Lowry and DePalma reported that when presented with the linear
ramp object distribution, subjects perceived the light and dark
bands inherent in the Mach band phenomenon.
Another experiment, performed by Dooley and Greenfield in 1977
C25D, used a different system in an attempt to describe the
human visual system transfer function. In their scheme, an
object field was displayed containing edge distributions
patterned after the edges described by Cornsweet C263.
27
They used a different technique to determine the output 'image'.
In place of the moving matching field, a second field was
displayed, the same size as the object field, but some distance
above it. The task of the subject was to adjust the modulation
of the entire matching window area to achieve the best visual
match with the object field.
In the lower field, a Cornsweet edge distribution pattern was
displayed. The pattern was created by spinning a 25cm diameter
disk with a pattern consisting of two different reflectances,
illustrated in Figure 14, shaped in such a way that when spun,
the pattern blended to an image showing the desired luminance
distribution.
Figure 14 - Dooley and Greenfield's Disk Pattern
28
Above that field, a window of identical size was presented to
the subject. The field consisted of a real step pattern. The
test subject's task was to adjust the modulation of this
matching area to achieve the same apparent modulation in that
field as that perceived in the window containing the Cornsweet
distribution below.
The testing was performed on a modified three channel Gerbrands
tachistoscope, in which the subject could view two fields. The
first field contained a single channel representing the
Cornsweet luminance distribution. The second field was made up
of the second and third channels in the tachistoscope. Channel
two contained a blank field, whose luminance was set to the
average luminance of the Cornsweet pattern. The third channel
contained a real step, again set to match the average luminance
of the Cornsweet pattern. Crossed polarizers in channels two
and three allowed the test subject to adjust the modulation of
the second field. The polarizers could be set in a position
such that the field had zero modulation, or to the other extreme
where the step was viewed alone. Intermediate positions varied
the modulation of the image.
Each field viewed by the subject was four degrees wide, and two
degrees 20 seconds high, as shown in Figure 15. The two fields
were separated by forty seconds of arc.
29
Figure 15 - Tachistoscope Image Field
30
All of Dooley and Greenfield's object luminance profiles were
parabolic in shape. They selected the parabolic profile, noting
that the choice was based on two criteria: First, it "roughly
matches the profiles that Cornsweet drew, and Cornsweet 's edges
are known to work. Secondly, the second derivative of the
luminance has the lowest maximum value". No further explanation
is offered, and there is no mention of whether other curve
shapes were tried. If it could be shown that a significant
difference exists between the edge profiles of different shapes,
it could provide clues toward the true spread function's
profile.
Dooley and Greenfield tested Cornsweet patterns of different
angular width and edge modulations. For example, an edge was
created that subtended 1.0 degrees in the visual field, and
tested at modulations ranging from 0.03 to 0.50.
The angular width was defined as the field angle subtended by
each half of the Cornsweet pattern (See Figure 16).
31
Figure 16 - Definition of Angular Width
32
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Both the experiment by Lowry and DePalma and that performed by
Dooley and Greenfield reported system transfer functions, but
interesting questions remain about the reported results.
Lowry and DePalma described their apparatus as follows: "By
adjusting the position of the drum, which is moveable back and
forth along its axis, and by proper modulation of the light
source with a neutral wedge, the experimenter is able to match
the brightness of the slit with that of the juxtaposed portion
of the edge under examination. Any possible visual effect of
nonuniformity in the test field is ruled out, since the end
point is at a brightness match between the slit and the portion
of the field adjacent to the slit." C27D
If, as the paper reports, the matching field was in fact
adjacent to the object field, it is expected that the Mach
phenomenon would disappear. When the eye is presented with two
fields without a border separating those two fields, the human
visual system is very sensitive to differences between the two
fields. Visual densitometers are designed based on this
principle. It is difficult to understand how such a strong
remnant of the Mach bands could have existed in the case
described.
33
There is also an interesting question raised by Dooley and
Greenfield's work reporting on the Cornsweet illusion, using
'edge contrast' as their input and output parameters of object
and image fields. The reports of "perceived contrast" give no
indication about whether the test subjects perceived a real,
rectangular step, or simply an induced modulation, with a
visible non-linearity (See Figure 17). Without this
information, the data is incomplete for use in determining the
human visual system's response.
iv
N
Real Step Induced Modulation
Figure 17 - Perceived Edge Profiles
Another question raised by their reported results is related to
the angular width of their widest object fields. Noting that
the total width of the pattern displayed to the subjects was
only 4.0 degrees wide, the half field angle is
2.0 degrees. For
any readings taken with object
angular widths greater than 2.0
degrees, the parabolic function does not decay to a zero value
at the edges of the window. Therefore it is evident that such
34
readings do not represent true values of 'induced modulation'
If we define the term 'induced modulation' as zero frequency
modulation added to the perceived image, then the values
reported by Dooley and Greenfield are misleading.
For example, Dooley and Greenfield report on the following pair
of observations: C28D
1) Edge width: 2.0 degrees
Actual edge modulation = 0.50
Zero frequency modulation = 0.00
Reported induced modulation = 0.30
Actual induced modulation = 0.30
2) Edge width: 3.0 degrees
Actual edge modulation = 0.50
Zero frequency modulation = 0.11
Reported induced modulation = 0.35
Actual induced modulation = 0.24
In the first case, with an edge width of 2.0 degrees, the actual
edge modulation was 0.50, while the zero frequency modulation
was zero. However, it is important to note that in the second
case, where the edge modulation was again 0.50, the edge width
was greater than the half field subtended by the observer.
Therefore, the zero frequency modulation was not equal to zero.
Its value is calculated to be 0.11, over 20% of the actual edge
modulation, and nearly 1/3 that of the perceived modulation
Figure 18 illustrates the effect in a 2.0 degree window.
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Figure 18 - Three Degree Cornsweet Profile in Two Degree Window
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Another area for investigation regarding Dooley and Greenfield's
work is the form of the perceived profile. Their work reported
the perceived modulation of the Cornsweet edge as a function of
the actual edge modulation. However, their data did not specify
the range of modulations over which the Cornsweet illusion was
complete - when the observers perceived a true step. There was
no distinction between those cases and the cases where the
observer was able to perceive the edge non-linearities along
with the induced modulation.
Discussing the Cornsweet pattern, Dooley and Greenfield's paper
stated, "When this luminance distribution is viewed, a human
observer cannot distinguish it from a true broad-area luminance
step.
" Experiments show that this is true only over a limited
range of edge modulations. At modulations far below the 0.50
value reported by Dooley and Greenfield, the illusion does
indeed induce a modulation, but the pattern is clearly
distinguishable from a "true broad-area luminance
step."
In fact, Dooley and Greenfield's instructions to their test
subjects included the instruction to ignore "any large local
contrasts near the Cornsweet edge
C29D." Such instructions allow
the subject to report only on the induced modulation, without
describing the perceived image's profile.
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Consequently, Dooley and Greenfield measured only the induced
modulation, not the range over which the Cornsweet illusion was
successful. In those Cornsweet object distributions where the
subject reported the perceived image as linear, the low
frequency content must have been completely restored by the
visual system, based on its response to the high frequency
content of the stimulus.
Figure 19 shows a rectangle function, along with a Cornsweet
edge. Figure 20 represents the frequency content of those
edges. As is clear in the illustration, the high frequency
content of the two objects is nearly identical. It is only in
the low frequency region that the content differs.
The goal of this research was to use the digital image display
based system to extend the experiments performed by Lowry and
DePalma and Lowry and Greenfield.
For Lowry and DePalma 's work, the goal was to replicate the
experiment in the literature, and specifically to investigate
the reported Mach Band phenomenon when there was no separation
between the object and image fields.
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In the second case, this research was designed to extend the
values reported by Dooley and Greenfield. The areas selected
for investigation were: to extend the edge shapes to include
functional profiles other than parabolic, to study the effect of
edge width on perceived contrast, to experiment with temporal
matching schemes in which the object and matching fields were
presented to the observer with some time delay between
presentations, and to study the values at which the images were
no longer perceived as linear for all cases.
The functional profiles used were parabolic, circular,
exponential, and hyperbolic. Temporal delays of 0.0, 0.5, 1.0,
and 2.0 seconds were used, and objects were defined with widths
in the following range: 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 1.9.
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Figure 19 - Spatial Domain:
Rectangle and Cornsweet Profiles
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EXPERIMENTAL
The advent of digital imaging systems capable of displaying
two-dimensional object distributions offered the opportunity to
develop a system capable of performing visual experiments such
as those described. Such a system offers the flexibility to
perform many types of experiments without the need to design new
systems every time new tests are proposed.
The complex apparatus designed and built for each of the two
experiments described above could be replaced with a digital
imaging system and software capable of displaying
one-dimensional luminance distributions, along with the ability
to display a small matching area for work such as Lowry and
DePalma'
s, and an entire matching image field for work such as
Dooley and Greenfield's.
Using such a system allowed the desired flexibility in selecting
object patterns to be displayed and in allowing different
methods for test subjects to define the perceived image.
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In addition, such a system would be capable of displaying the
object and matching fields simultaneously, or sequentially,
allowing the study of the human visual system's temporal
response.
The goal of this work was to develop such a system and to
perform preliminary experiments using that system.
The experiments were performed in the Digital Imaging and Remote
Sensing laboratories at Rochester Institute of Technology's
Center for Imaging Science.
FORTRAN programs were developed to allow use of a Gould DeAnza
IP6400 image array processor, controlled by a Digital Equipment
Corporation PDP-11/ 73 microcomputer.
The DeAnza system can be configured to provide a monochrome
display area 512 X 512 pixels with one byte per pixel for gray
scale, providing 256 gray levels. This allows object luminance
distributions that appear continuous C303. In order to display
the desired object luminance distributions, the DeAnza requires
a data file containing the digital count value for each pixel
over the 512 X 512 display area. Such a data file was created
for each edge profile that was used in the experimentation.
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A Mitsubishi Model C-3190, 30 Hz interlaced color display
monitor was used for all experiments. The monitor was used in
monochrome mode.
In all cases, the patterns were displayed on the CRT at a mean
luminance level of 47+1 cd/m2 with a dark surround measured at
less than 2 cd/m2. Test subjects were dark adapted for a
minimum of 15 minutes before testing began. They were seated
seven feet from the CRT, the distance required to achieve a
total angular subtense of eight degrees horizontally in order to
match the conditions of the experiments performed by Dooley and
Greenfield. All measurements were made from the viewing
position. A Kollmorgan Photo Research Spectra model UBD-1/4
spot luminance meter was used to measure the luminance of the
screen.
Without correction, the monitor displayed a variation in
luminance across the face of the CRT as seen in Figure 21. At a
digital count of 128, the mean value for displays, the un
corrected system had an ( (Lmax-Lmin) / (Lmax+Lmin) ) value of
nearly 0.10 across the screen.
A luminance correction subroutine was developed for the data
collection programs to reduce the variation to acceptable
limits. The FORTRAN program MEASCRT.ftn was used to monitor the
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luminance at several points across the CRT face. Correction
factors were calculated at each of the points to correct the
digital count sent to the DeAnza in order to smooth the display
luminance. During display, correction factors for points
falling between the control points were interpolated from the
existing points.
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Figure 21 - Monitor: Luminance Non-Uniformity
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Measuring ten control points across the CRT allowed the cross-
screen modulation to be reduced to 0.02, as shown in the lower
line in Figure 21, and created no visible artifacts on the CRT.
It was important to set the CRT display to the same luminance on
each test run. The Kollmorgan Photo Research Spectra model
UBD-1/4 spot luminance meter was used to measure the luminance
of the screen. In addition, to allow easy monitoring of the
screen's luminance between runs, a solid-state detector /meter
was built (see Appendix B for schematic). The photocell was
attached to the rear of a small tube, so that it could be placed
directly against the CRT face during measurement.
The meter was used for three point control measurements. Before
a subject was run for data collection, the monitor was checked
at three luminance values, and the CRT's value and gain were
adjusted to match the three points. The FORTRAN program
Setup. ftn was used to set the CRT gain and lightness controls.
In a darkened room, the CRT gain was set to zero, and the
brightness was increased until the screen was barely visible.
The gain was then increased until the correct values were
reported. The calibration meter was set to read DC voltage.
The calibration values for the three points were: 0.6010.02 VDC
for the lowest luminance patch (20+2 cd/m2), 1.35+0.02 VDC for
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the intermediate patch (57+2 cd/m2), and 1.500.03 VDC for the
highest luminance patch (72+3 cd/m2).
In order to allow the display system to be used for visual
testing, computer programs were written that allow the
experimenter to select the desired object luminance profile and
the type of test to be performed. The subject interactively
adjusted the image portion of the display according to specific
instructions for each test. After each run, the program stores
the results in data files for analysis and processing at a later
time.
The FORTRAN program DEFINE. ftn was written to allow any object
distribution to be defined. The object distributions are
defined over a relative luminance range normalized from 0.0 to
1.0. The horizontal dimension can be defined either over a
normalized 0.0 - 1.0 field, or in degrees subtended at the
assigned viewing distance (See Appendix D) .
DEFINE. ftn allows object distributions to be defined in several
different ways. An object distribution can be entered point by
point across the 512 pixel field, entering a value from 0.0
(minimum luminance) to 1.0 (maximum luminance) at each point.
All objects are defined within the normalized range, and the
modulation of the final object displayed is set at
display.
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Alternatively, a distribution can be defined in field
subsections ranging in width from a single pixel to the entire
512 pixel field. In this case the user is provided with the
following options when defining a profile:
1: Constant
2 : Linear
3: Exponential right
4: Exponential left
5: Step
6: Circle right
7: Circle left
8: Parabolic right
9: Parabolic left
10: Hyperbola right
11: Hyperbola left
or
or
or
or
'
or
or
or
or
The user is prompted for the relative luminance at the beginning
and end of each section, and the angular extent of each section.
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For example, in order to define the 1.5 degree Cornsweet edge
shown in Figure 22, the first section would be defined as a
constant (Option 1 ) at a normalized luminance of 0.5, the second
section would be defined as a parabolic section (Option 8) 1.5
degrees wide decreasing in luminance from 0.5 to 0.0, the next
section would be defined as a parabolic section (Option 9)
decreasing in luminance from 1.0 to 0.5, then a constant
portion, etc, throughout the pattern.
The width of a Cornsweet edge was defined as the angular extent
subtended from the assigned viewing distance over which the
profile varied from the average luminance to an extreme, as
shown in Figure 16.
This allowed complete freedom in defining the object profile.
Specifying the perceived image profile was perhaps the most
challenging portion of this research. In research involving
lower animals, electric potential measurements can be made
directly in the retina, along the optic nerve or in the brain,
recording the frequency at which the nerves are firing.
Obviously, such objective measurements are not possible in
humans when the task is to define what an entire image field
' looks like. '
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Figure 22 - Definition of a Cornsweet Rectangle Distribution
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The task of defining that image can be performed in several
different ways:
First, the subject could be asked to set the luminance of a
small area in the field so that it matches the luminance of a
specified area in the object distribution. This was the system
used by Lowry and DePalma in their work.
Secondly, the subject could be asked to select the closest match
in luminance from among a set of options for each point along
the object distribution. A greyscale is displayed, and the
subject is asked to pick the position on the greyscale that most
closely matches the selected area on the object distribution.
Figure 23 shows the screen as viewed by the test subjects.
The program allows the greyscale to be displayed in standard
format, 10 steps increasing monotonically in luminance from left
to right, or the program can present the ten grey patches at
random positions for each test. To reduce edge effects between
the grey patches themselves, a black band is placed between each
luminance field as seen in Figure 24. In each case, the steps
are numbered, and subjects are asked to report the step number
at which a match is perceived.
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Figure 23 - Ten Step Greyscale Matching Scheme
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Figure 24 - Random Position Greyscale Matching Scheme
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Finally, the subject can control the modulation of an entire
matching image, adjusting the modulation until a subjective
match is made, as in Dooley and Greenfield's experiment. In
this last case, the subject is not required to make judgements
about the luminance of any single point along the object.
Programs were written to allow all three methods of testing.
MATCH. ftn was written to allow testing as performed by Lowry and
DePalma, where the subject adjusts the luminance of a small
matching area to achieve a perceived match with a specified
point on the object distribution.
In order to answer some of the questions discussed earlier,
extensions to Lowry and DePalma 's tests were added:
To investigate the effect of altering the vertical distance
between the object field and the matching area, MATCH. ftn allows
that distance to be varied on the CRT. This data was not
reported by Lowry and DePalma, but is important because the low
frequency attenuation in the MTF curve is a function of the
lateral inhibition in the visual system.
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Finally, DOOLEY. ftn was written to allow experiments similar to
those done by Dooley and Greenfield in their work. In this
program, the object distribution is displayed on the bottom half
of the screen and a matching image field is shown above (See
Figure 25). The subject controls the modulation of the matching
area and sets it to match the perceived modulation from the
object field.
Figure 25 - DOOLEY. ftn Image Field
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Dooley and Greenfield's experiments allowed subjects to view the
object and reference fields 4.0 degrees wide, 2 degrees 20
minutes in height, and separated by 40 minutes of arc. In their
experiments, a single edge was displayed in that field, as was
shown in Figure 12. In the experiments reported here, the
Cornsweet edge was displayed with its mirror image, yielding the
symmetrical Cornsweet rectangle pattern shown in Figure 13.
The angular width of the total test area was increased by a
factor of two to correct for the addition of the second half of
the pattern. The result was a field 8.0 degrees wide, resulting
in an angular subtense of each object that is the same as those
reported by Dooley and Greenfield.
The program was written to allow study of temporal effects when
the object and image fields are shown sequentially with an
adjustable delay between viewing the two fields. The program
can display the object field and the matching area above it
simultaneously, or sequentially, in order to investigate
temporal effects. The modulation of the matching field above
can be set for each of the following conditions:
1) Spatial comparison - in which both the object and
image are viewed together
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2) Temporal comparison - in which the object field was
first displayed alone, then the matching field was shown
after the object field was blanked - there was no
delay between fields, but they were viewed
sequentially, rather than simultaneously
3) Temporal comparison with a 0.5 second delay
between display of object and matching fields
4) Temporal comparison with a 1.0 second delay
between display of object and matching fields
In all cases the subject can toggle between object and image
fields as often as desired.
As discussed earlier, Dooley and Greenfield reported results of
parabolic luminance profiles only. This computer based system,
with object profiles specified in digital form, allows other
functional shapes - hyperbolic, exponential, and circular edge
profiles - to be tested.
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In order for the information about induced modulation due to the
Cornsweet edge to be useful, it is necessary to determine to
what extent, and over what range, the edges are perceived as
'real edges.' For this paper, the following conventions will be
used
1) 'True Cornsweet edge': A perceived image in which the
observer cannot detect the difference between the true
Cornsweet edge and a real rectangular edge
2) 'Cornsweet illusion': The perceived induced modulation of
a test field. There is no implication that the perceived
image has edges that are perceived as rectangular
3) 'Cornsweet profile': The general edge shape described
by Cornsweet C31D.
In many cases, the subjects reported induced zero frequency
modulation, although the non-linearities at the edge were
clearly visible (See Figure 26). As mentioned earlier, in
Dooley and Greenfield's work, subjects were instructed to ignore
any large local contrasts near the edges.
In the work reported here, data on both the induced modulation
and the linearity of the perceived edge profile were collected.
Each subject was asked to provide input on two factors for each
edge: First, the induced modulation was determined by requiring
the subject to define the perceived image. Second, after the
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Figure 26 - Visible Edge Non-Linearity
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match was made, the subject was asked to define the perceived
edge as linear or non-linear. Without this data, simple
measures of induced modulation are insufficient to define the
perceived image.
Clearly, the luminance of the surround is critical to the
perception of any luminance distribution in all of the
experiments. Modulation effects which alter the perceived
brightness of a simple square target when it is placed on
different backgrounds is one example of that interaction.
The disappearance of the Cornsweet illusion when the pattern is
viewed on a neutral gray surround whose luminance is equal the
the average luminance in the Cornsweet pattern is another
example of that interaction (See Figure 27). For all
experiments the background luminance was set to zero.
In order to calculate the MTF from the measurements made of the
object and image profiles, data must be Fourier transformed into
their spatial frequency components before the division shown in
Equation 3 is performed. Lowry and DePalma used a harmonic
analyzer, which is an analog computer that performed the Fourier
analysis of the object and image distributions. In this
experiment the data was sampled, and transformed to its
frequency components using a discrete FFT routine.
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Figure 27 - Background Luminance: 0 and 127
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Computer programs were written to perform the Fourier transforms
using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm developed in
the Center for Imaging Science graduate course Analysis and
Evaluation of Imaging Systems. The program allows FFT's to be
performed in either direction; space to frequency, or frequency
to space. The FORTRAN program was written for the VAX-11/ 780
computer.
Volunteers from within the RIT community were recruited to serve
as observers, serving for 45 to 90 minutes at a time. Observers
were seated seven feet from the monitor, and given a computer
keyboard to enter the results of each test. Each was dark
adapted for a minimum of fifteen minutes before testing began.
For each run, the observers responses were saved in a data file.
Appendix E shows a small portion of the data file for one run.
Each data set contains information on the subject, date, run
number, object, actual object modulation, induced modulation in
the image, and the observer's judgement on the perceived
contour. The subjects were instructed to label each image with
one of the following descriptors: Linear, Unsure, or
Non-linear.
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RESULTS
Nine observers were used in the experimentation, providing a
total of 1,661 data points. The number of data points per
observer ran from a minimum of 31 to a maximum of 608. Appendix
C gives the breakdown of each observer's data total.
For the analysis of the work investigating the results reported
by Dooley and Greenfield, five observers were selected, ranging
in data volume from 130 to 608 data points. Those selected were
CGF, JBP, MBP, RLM, and SAG. Figure 28 shows the average value
for all five observers for the following conditions: Parabolic
edge decay, 1.5 degree edge width, over the range 0.05 to 0.50
object edge modulation. Error bars at 2s indicate the
variability in the readings between observers.
Figure 29 displays the individual observers data, showing
clearly the range between observers, as well as within each data
set collected. The variability increases with edge modulation,
as seen in Figure 30. Figure 31 shows the same data in a
different form. The relationship between the ratio of the
standard deviation to the perceived modulation, and the actual
edge modulation shows that for actual edge modulations beyond
0.30, the signal to noise ratio falls rapidly.
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In the work reported by Dooley and Greenfield, the major
variable studied was the angular width of the Cornsweet edge in
the object luminance distribution. These tests were replicated
on the new system, using DEFINE. ftn to create a library of
object distributions.
Parabolic Cornsweet symmetrical rect profiles were defined with
angular widths ranging from 0.1 degree to 1.9 degrees in the 2.0
degree half window.
As reported by Dooley and Greenfield, the perceived modulation
increased monotonically for edge widths ranging from 0.1 to 1.9
degrees as seen in Figure 32.
Dooley and Greenfield reported the induced contrast for each
edge, but did not distinguish between those images that were
perceived as 'true
Cornsweet'
edges, appearing as real steps,
and those in which there was an induced modulation even though
there were visible non-linearities.
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Figure 32 - Perceived Modulation vs. Edge Width
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In this work, subjects did indeed report induced modulations at
all edge modulations, but they reported perceiving a 'true
Cornsweet'
pattern only when modulations were equal to or less
than 0.16 for 1.5 degree edges. At modulations above those
values, while they still reported induced modulation, they
described the images as 'non-linear' , and the ratio of induced
modulation to actual edge modulation fell off rapidly.
The maximum modulation at which viewers reported perceiving
linear steps decreased with edge width, down to only 0.05 for
0.1 degree edges.
In addition to recording the subject's judgement about the
image's linearity, the ratio of perceived modulation to actual
modulation was calculated. For 1.5 degree edges, an object
modulation of 0.16 induced a perceived modulation of 0.10, a
ratio of 0.63. Similarly, 0.5 degree edges with 0.10 modulation
edges induced perceived modulations at approximately 0.05; a
ratio of 0.5. At the extreme, 0.10 degree edges produced a
ratio of only 0.37.
Figure 33 shows a plot of four object luminance profiles tested:
Parabolic, Circular, Exponential, and Hyperbolic. In all cases
the edge width was 1.5 degrees. These object profiles were
shown to observers using DOOLEY. ftn. The subjects
matched the
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modulation in the image field for each of the objects
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Figure 33 - Functional Edge Profiles
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The results are shown in Figure 34. The parabolic profile did
show a slight increase in perceived modulation when compared to
the others. Examination of the profiles in Figure 33 reveals
that the parabolic profile shows the lowest slope near the edges
of all the edges tested, so the low frequency component was
strongest for that edge. Barring this effect, it was determined
that the exact functional description of the profiles was not a
significant variable in this experiment.
In order to investigate the effect of temporal delays between
viewing the object field and the matching image field, subjects
were shown a parabolic Cornsweet rect profile with an edge width
of 1.5 degrees, and a modulation of 0.16. They set the
modulation of the matching field above for each of the
conditions described earlier: Spatial Comparison, and Temporal
Comparison with 0.0 second, 0.5 second, and 1.0 second delays
between the two fields. The subject was permitted to toggle
between the fields at will before a decision was made.
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Figure 34 - Perceived Modulation vs. Functional Edge Profiles
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Figure 35 shows the rapid increase in the variability of values
reported by subjects as the delay was increased in duration.
The error bars represent +2 standard deviations.
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Figure 35 - Temporal Delay Effects
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In the tests performed here using MATCH. ftn, when there was no
distance between the object field and the matching area the
subjects did not record perceived luminances significantly
different from the object distribution. However, observers did
report induced modulation when there was a distance between the
object and matching areas. In fact that distance was very small
- introducing a black border 1/64 degree wide allowed induced
modulation. For a 1.5 degree edge, induced modulation increased
up to a separation of 0.4 degrees. Beyond that distance the
noise in the defined image increased due to the separation.
In the study performed using GREYRAND.ftn, subjects were asked
to select the position on a set of grey patches that most
closely matched each of several points along the object
field.
When the tests were performed using the greyscale in standard
order the subjects, after making initial determinations of the
grey levels that matched the
'light'
and
'dark' fields, simply
reported the same values for every point in each field.
In order to prevent the observers from simply selecting
the same
two grey level patches within each run,
the program was made
capable of displaying the matching grey patches
in random order.
Thus the subjects were forced to make a
decision at every point,
rather than simply reporting the
same values chosen earlier.
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As stated, with the ordered grey patches, observers tended to
select two positions on the scale, and report the same two
patches throughout the light and dark regions. With the random
positioning, the noise was too great to allow meaningful data
analysis. Even with the black borders between the patches,
there were naturally interactions between neighboring patches.
Finally, calculations based on the relationship between the
object and image forms in frequency space were performed.
IMAGE (f )
Recalling Equation 3: MTF(f)=
OBJECT (f )
Given the spatial frequency contents illustrated in Figure 20,
it is possible to calculate the theoretical modulation transfer
function required to allow the spatial Cornsweet profile to be
perceived as a rectangle.
Figure 36 represents the positive frequency components of the
quotient given by equation 3, given unit modulation image and
object fields.
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When this figure is compared to Figure 7 on page 15, it is clear
that this data supports the model of a spread function comprised
if a central excitory, negative inhibitory surround spread
function for the human visual system.
The distinct rise in the low frequency region is evidence of the
'DC restoration' inherent in the perceptual system's ability to
perceive an image with a rectangular profile when the stimulus
is actually lacking the low frequency content in that
rectangular image.
Figure 36 - Rect(F) /Cornl5(F)
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Conclusions
The results of the DOOLEY. ftn system show general agreement with
the data reported by Dooley and Greenfield, with two exceptions
that should be noted.
First, as noted earlier, Dooley and Greenfield did not collect
data regarding over what range actual modulations could be
presented to observers without obvious non-linearities becoming
visible. This data could be useful in the drive to determine
over what range, if any, the human visual system behaves as a
linear system.
Dooley and Greenfield's article reported actual edge modulations
to 0.50, yet in this study, it was demonstrated that even 1.5
degree edges display visible non-linearities above modulations
of 0.16.
The second important difference noted between Dooley and
Greenfield's reported results and those obtained in this study
was the ratio between the actual edge modulation of the object
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profile and the induced modulation perceived by the subjects.
For angular widths to 2.0 degrees, Dooley and Greenfield
reported induced modulations equal to the actual modulations of
the Cornsweet edges.
In this study the ratio of induced modulation to actual edge
modulation was always less than unity. Values for that ratio
varied from 0.63 for 1.5 degree edges to 0.37 for 0.1 degree
edges .
While Dooley and Greenfield performed tests only with parabolic
edge decay, due to the ease with which this system can define
edge profiles, the relationship between edge functional
description and induced modulation was investigated. As was
shown in Figures 33 and 34, the specific functional profile of
the edge was determined to be unimportant as long as the pattern
decayed slowly to its central value.
As mentioned earlier, none of the reports cited include data on
the effect of delays between object and image displays. The
program DOOLEY. ftn was written to allow the investigation of the
effect of toggling the object and image fields.
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Due to the large variability in readings whenever observers were
asked to match modulations from memory, no significant
difference between the spatial comparison and the temporal-zero
delay values can be determined. The spread in the reported
values increases so quickly with the temporal delay that it is
difficult to interpret the apparent increase in perceived
modulation for the 1.0 second delay values.
It is appropriate to stress again that Lowry and DePalma' s
description of their apparatus seems to have been incorrect.
Their report that the matching area in their experiment was
adjacent to the object field was the base for another question
investigated in this study. It was verified here that there had
to be some distance between the object and the matching fields
before the illusion is recorded in the
'image' description.
Another result of this project that should be noted is the
development of the digital image based system described.
Because of the flexibility inherent in a system in which the
object distributions are defined digitally, a broad range of
experiments can be performed on this system. Rather than
building new optical/mechanical systems to perform future
experiments in vision, further testing can be performed on the
system that has been established.
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The tests described to date have been based on one-dimensional
object distributions. There is much to be learned from the
investigation of two-dimensional object field distributions.
If three adjacent Cornsweet edges are displayed, as shown in
Figure 37, the perceived image appears to have four different
brightness levels - a 'Cornsweet
Step' Pattern.
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Figure 37 - Cornsweet Step Pattern
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Dr. W. Brouwer suggested that a perceptual dilemma could be
created if the same pattern is displayed in two-dimensions as a
ring by joining the two ends of this 'Cornsweet Step' as shown
in Figure 38. This pattern, dubbed the 'Brouwer dilemma',
creates brightness patches that appear to decrease without bound
in the clockwise direction, and increase without bound in the
opposite direction. Covering half of the field with a blank
piece of paper, then rotating it about the center of the image
allows the illusion to be seen clearly.
In the image shown, a radial sinusoidal brightness field was
placed in the center of the image to make it more difficult to
compare brightness values across the center of the image.
Figure 38 - Brouwer Dilemma
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Another two-dimensional application of the Cornsweet edge
illusion is shown in Figure 39. If the vertical border is
covered by a pencil, the upper left hand and lower right hand
quadrants are perceived as darker than the other quadrants. By
covering the horizontal border instead, the light and dark
quadrants exchange position.
The pattern is comprised of a two-dimensional distribution
similar to that shown in the Brouwer Dilemma. In this case, the
edges are allowed to meet along the vertical and horizontal.
The study of two-dimensional images such as these may yield more
complete information about the human visual system's spatial
characteristics.
Figure 39 - Two Dimensional Cornsweet Checkerboard
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In both this image and Figure 38, observers perceive two
different images depending on the total viewing conditions. In
the Brouwer dilemma, if only two of the four fields are viewed,
observers report perceiving a non-ambiguous stepped image. When
they are allowed to view the entire field they report an
uncertainty - they are perplex - and often report perceiving an
image that is ambiguous, and that changes while it is viewed.
The fact that the same stimulus induced two different
perceptions is evidence the non-linearity in the visual system.
The fact that a portion of the object, viewed alone, induces a
perceived step could suggest a system that performs a
'first-pass'
evaluation of the field, perhaps utilizing a
linear, low frequency attenuating filter.
Under this scheme if the result of that first pass is an image
that can be 'accepted', the process is complete. If not, a
second, more complex, and evidently non-linear evaluation is
performed, continuing to sort the perceived image according to a
class of
'recognizable'
objects.
This model suggests an answer to the question raised earlier:
Why are both rectangular and Cornsweet patterns perceived as
rectangular? The proposed low frequency attenuation caused by
the vision system actually predicts that both images should be
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perceived as Cornsweets, not as rectangles. If the system does
indeed refer to a set of 'recognized' objects, it is possible to
justify the reported result that both are perceived as
rectangles.
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FUTURE WORK
Investigating further the two-dimensional object fields
introduced here, as well as others, may well lead to a better
understanding of the human visual system's function.
It could be instructive to perform some experiments with the
two-dimensional images using very brief viewing times. If
indeed the perceptual system has more than one mechanism for
perceiving objects of differing complexity, it may be possible
to detect the difference in the time required to perceive the
images.
All of the results reported here were based on binocular viewing
conditions. Dr. Brouwer has suggested that a test in which the
reference object field is presented to one eye, while the
matching area is presented to the other eye, might provide
useful information about the location of various stages of
lateral inhibition.
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If the lateral inhibition is not substantially effected when the
two fields are presented separately to each eye, then the
lateral transfer of scene luminance information must occur at
some level beyond the retina, since the lateral inhibition
occurring in the retina relies on 'hard
wire'
connections
between adjacent receptors.
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Appendix A: Fortran Programs:
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
DOOLEY. ftn
Jeff B. Pelz
Center for Imaging Science
Rochester Institute of Technology
30-July-86 9pm
COMPILE/TASK BUILD: >BLD dooley ijc
Libraries required
DOOLEY. ftn is designed to replicate the design of the
experiments performed by Dooley and Greenfield "Measurements
of Edgelnduced Visual Contrast and a SpatialFrequency
Interaction of the Cornsweet Illusion", JOSA Vol. 67, 761-765
In those experiments, the subjects were presented with two
fields: A reference field, containing a real luminance step
and a test field, in which a Cornsweet or O'Brien edge was
displayed. The subject's task was to set the contrast in the
matching field equal to the perceived contrast in the test
field. In their experiments, the matching field was made by
adjusting a set of polarizers in order to adjust the relative
contrast shown to the observer. The test edge was created by
a spinning disk technique suggested by Cornsweet.
In this program, both the test and matching fields are
created digitally, and displayed on a CRT. Monochrome
images are used.
Edited to change Ystart and Yend values to represent the
following sizes: (see bk 7. pp53,59)
measured vs.
+--
457
283
229
55
43.5% vs,
13.0% vs,
43.5% vs.
Dooley
43.75%
12.5%
43.75%
The height /width ratio is also included in the above values,
the width is maintained at 512 pixels. The ratio is
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a 200mm/ 300mm for the double (symmetrical) patterns, and
a would be set to 200mm/ 150mm for measurements exactly
a duplicating Dooley and Greenfield's.
A
a In order to do so, the DEFINE program could be used to
set values outside the central 1/2 of the image to 0.
Cl - 1283 C129 - 2563 C257 - 3843 C385 - 5123
A
A
A
aaa Note: The Char = GetTypt ) , IniTyp( ) , and ClrTyP( ) routines
a used in this program are all from the IpSubs.Olb Object
a Library located in DM0 :C7 ,13IPSUBS. OLB/LB for the task
a builder. These routines were written by Stephen L. Schultz
a to replace the bulkier InChar, SetAst, KilAst routines in
a the CrtLib library. The IPSUBS library must be referenced
a by TKB. Help can be found with: HELP/D S TYPAHD
A
* - ASLS
A
aaa Rewritten 27-nov-85 to allow a TEMP0R/AL matching scheme.
a The object is to be displayed in channel one , and a
a grey scale will be displayed on the screen above,
a ( in channel 2) but a short time later.
A
a The code allowing single planes to be viewed is from
a TRIMNO.ftn, E. Kraus and S. Schultz
A
A Program to allow users to be tested in identifying grey levels.
A Original program written by: E. Schimminger 15 June 84
AAA Related programs:
A
a 1) SETUP. ftn Used to set CRT gain and brightness
a 2) MEASCRT.ftn Used to measure luminance across CRT
a to determine correction factors for DOOLEY
* 3) GREYRAND.ftn Allows users to match points on the object
a to a randomized greyscale displayed above the object
A
* Dooley. ftn can read input data from a CONTROL file
A for automatic data collection. With this option,
* the program doesn't stop to prompt for data filenames
* and comments, but instead continues through an entire
* data collection routine. the C0NTR0L.dat file contains
* the filenames of each program, a null comment for the
* data file, and the command to return for more data collection.
A A A A A A A A A
* SEE: DEFINE. ftn Defines an object profile to be displayed
* MAKESPC.ftn Creates a SPEC file for reading by DEFINE
a a a a a a a a a
* Dooley. ftn now updates a file named DlyLog (Dooley-Log)
* with each subjects data, march 9
* Note: use PROFILE. ftn to plot the digital count of the
* images on the screen.
*** For smoothing the displayed luminance, the same
procedure should be
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aa performed on the top portion of the MATCHING AREA.
A Printer dump July 20, 6pm
A Added subroutine corect (dc ,pos ) to correct for uneven luminance
a across the CRT.
a Added the ability to input a constant in place of InFunc
a Steve Schultz added the ability to read the keyboard without
a causing the havoc it did before.
a Use SETUP. ftn to setup the monitor.
a Use CALIB.ftn to calibrate the system.
30-apr-86 deleted reference to comment from data file:
a instead, each data run asks the subject to report whether
a the edge looks normal, unsure, or not linear.
a recovering from adml:disk loss: starting over with the
A 13-april-86 version:
Edited to accept the newer function definitions from DEFINE. ftn
The new definitions are in the range ( 0 -> 25,500 ) instead
of ( 0 -> 255 ) to allow more precision when adjusting for
a luminance to digital count conversion.
A Saved to floppy 6-apr-86
A Removed err=127 on read run number.
a Added a new array: integerA2 AdjFnc(512) to store the
a value of the function to be displayed after adjustment
a for for contrast. So, instead of storing copies of each
a function in EVERY CONTRAST, only a single function need be
A stored, in UNIT CONTRAST. DOOLEY. ftn now reads that file,
a adjusts the contrast, and displays it as such. This saves
a time during data collection runs, and also memory space, since
a only one copy of each profile need be stored. The problem
a is that with this new program, the old data files and control
a files are obsolete
a Two ideas: First, the images need to be blanked as soon
a as the subject 'e'nds one image, rather than waiting
* for the next to be read from disk. DONE 5-apr-86 4pm
* Second, in order to reduce the LONG wait while new objects
A are read in from disk, the REAL object distribution could
* be filed, and the CONTRAST determined in real time during
* each run. So for example, the data file DG05.dat would
* include the realA4 description of a Cornsweet 'rectangle'
* with edge width = 0.5 degrees per side, and a parabolic
* profile (DG represents Dooley Greenfield poorly, but I
* remember it ) .
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
A
EXTERNAL ICUR1X,ICRCTL, ICSR, ICBCRG,ICUR2X, IMAGE
*** 27-nov used for single plane viewing
external if rOll ,if r231
REALA4 factor (10) ! correction factors for position on CRT
REALA4 X,DX,N0RM,MINLUM,MAXLUM
REALA4 XINC
REALA4 BarVal
REALA4 delay
REALA4 wait
REALA4 FncAvg
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digital count of dividing bar
delay between images in
'temporal'
delay between reading keys
average value in dcfunc
REALA4
REALA 4
REALa 4
REALA 4
INTEGERA 2
INTEGERa 2
INTEGERa 2
INTEGERA 2
INTEGERa 2
INTEGERA2
INTEGERA 2
INTEGERa 2
INTEGERA 2
INTEGERA2
INTEGERA2
INTEGERa 2
INTEGERa 2
INTEGERa 2
INTEGERa 2
INTEGERA 2
INTEGERa 2
INTEGERa 2
INTEGERA 2
INTEGERA 2
INTEGERA2
INTEGERa 2
INTEGERa 2
INTEGER A 2
INTEGERA 2
INTEGERA2
integerA2
integerA2
CHARACTERA60
CHARACTERA30
CHARACTERA15
CHARACTERA15
CHARACTERA10
CHARACTERa 8
CHARACTERA4
CHARACTERa 3
CHARACTERa 3
CHARACTERA1
CHARACTERa 1
CHARACTERA1
CharacterAl
CHARACTERA1
CHARACTERa 1
CHARACTERA1
CHARACTERA1
CharacterAl
CharacterAl
CharacterAl
ImCntr !
ObCntr !
weight !
num
InFunc(512) !
DCfunc(512) !
IBUFF(256) !
i
(max-min) / (max+min) for image
(max-min) / (max+min) for object
0.-1. contrast weight to reduce cont
unit contrast array input from disk
function displayed (obj and im)
IBUFF = Integer BUFFer equivalenced
to LBUFF = Logical BUFFer for DeAnza
maximum value in object
minimum value in object
FncMax !
FncMin !
YSTART,VSFLAG
yend lyend value for object
LoLum ! edge and center luminance values
HiLum ! matching field above the object
LINIT,LCUR,DCCUR
I,J,N
MaxStp
AvgStp
MinStp
Keybrd
CRT
Disk
disk2
ObBkgr
GrBkgr
column
run
count
delta
Maximum
Average
Minimum
Device
Device
Device
Device
[Background
! Background
! column position
step
step
step
for
for
for
for
value
for
for each keystroke
for each keystroke
for each keystroke
input from keyboard
output to CRT
output to disk
control data from disk
for object channel (1)
ch. (2)value for grey scale
in array ArrVal
pos
test
Jfr011,Jfr231
SELCHN
graph
COMENT
FilGrs
FILNAM
date
FilObj
scheme
SubNam
disp
ANS
AnsCor
AnsDmp
Contrl
YES, NO
ICHAR
AdjCnt
super
quit
report
half
run number
count of this run for 'dump'
used to reduce contrast
position on CRT
dcfunc(i) /100
! for single plane viewing
! for single plane viewing
file of asterisks for graphing
Comments to store with data
Greyscale data file
output data name
todays date
object data file
Ctemp3oral or Cspat3ial
Subject's initials
'obj'
= object ,
'grs'
= grey scale
correct luminance values across CRT?
dump results of correction?
flag for keyboard polling: see InChar
Adjust the contrast? flag
superimpose or above flag
flag: quit in middle of run
flag: full reporting to screen ?
flag: display matching area of 4 deg
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AAA
LOGICALAl LBUFF(512)
EQUIVALENCE ( IBUFF , LBUFF )
Byte IByte
Equivalence ( IByte, IChar
External GetTyp
Byte GetTyp
Call IniTyp
DATA YES,NO/ 'Y' , 'N' /
CRT = 5
Disk = 1
Factor(i) is the
positions on the
instead of the full 8 degrees
LBUFF = Logical BUFFer equivalenced
to IBUFF = Integer BUFFer for DeAnza
! ! Returned from GetTyp
) ! ! IChar <==> IByte
Define External Function
It returns a Byte
Initialize Typahead
ASLS
ASLS
ASLS
ASLS
ASLS
across the CRT
FACTORS CALCULATED 8/3/86
factor by which digital counts at different
CRT must be corrected to get uniform luminance
factor ( 1)
factor(2)
factor ( 3)
factor ( 4 )
factor( 5)
factor (6)
factor( 7)
factor(8) = 1.06
factor(9) = 1.10
factor(10)= 1.15
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
05
03
01
00
01
02
05
SEE BOOK 9, PAGE 91
= 5
= 3
= 2
= 1
=
'n'
The number of digital counts to in/decrease
the matching field each time a key is pushed
initialize flag for NO control input file
and HiLum, the values for the matching area
Keybrd
MaxStp
AvgStp
MinStp
contrl
initialize LoLum
LoLum = 128
HiLum = 128
SET-UP DEANZA
CALL IP5INI
CALL SETUP
JCSR = IADDR(ICSR)
JCRCTL = IADDR(ICRCTL)
JCBCRG = IADDR(ICBCRG)
JCUR1X = IADDR(ICURIX)
JCUR2X = IADDR(ICUR2X)
jfrOll = iaddr( ifrOll)
jfr231 = iaddr( ifr231)
Get subject data and select spatial or temporal matching scheme
write(CRT,68)
' Special HALF field matching area (y/n)
'
read(Keybrd,444) half
write(CRT,68)
' Enter subjects initials:
read (Keybrd, 125) SubNam
125 format (A3)
if ( SubNam(l:l) .eq. ' ') then ! No name entered
write(5,*) 'No filename given; DATA WILL NOT BE
STORED!!'
write(5,A) 'No filename given; DATA WILL NOT BE
STORED!!'
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SubNam = ' jnk'
run = 1
date = ' junk'
else
I27 write (CRT, 68) ' Enter RUN NUMBER: '
read(Keybrd,A) run
write(CRT,68) ' Enter todays date: '
read(Keybrd,126) date
126 format(AlO)
end if ! Cno name entered3
write(CRT,68)
' CT3emporal or CS3patial'
68 format ( '$' ,A,
'
:
' )
read(Keybrd,100) scheme
100 format (A25)
if ((scheme .eq. -f ) .or. (scheme .eq. 'T')) scheme = 'temp'
if (scheme .eq. 'temp') then
write (CRT, 68) Matching image: CA3bove or CS3uper imposed'
read(Keybrd,100) super
if (super .eq. 's') super = 'S'
if (super .eq. 'S' ) then
yend = 229
YSTART =55
end if
write (CRT, A)
write(CRT,68)
' Enter delay between images (fraction of a second)'
read (Keybrd, *) delay
end if
CORRECT DIGITAL COUNT FOR POSITION ON CRT
write(crt,780)
' Correct values for position on CRT (Y/N)'
read(keybrd,444 ) AnsCor
if ((AnsCor .eq. 'y ') .or . (AnsCor .eq.
' Y' ) ) then
WRITE(CRT,A) ' CURRENT VALUES FOR CORRECTION FACTORS ARE: '
DO 765 I = 1,10
WRITE(CRT,764) i,factor(i)
764 format*' ',' Factor (' ,13 ) = ZF6.4)
765 continue
WRITE (CRT, A) ' Do you want to change any values
?'
read( keybrd, ' (A) ' ) ans
if ( (ans.eq. 'y
' ) .or. (ans.eq. ' Y' ) ) then
DO 768 I = 1,10
WRITE(CRT,764) i,factor(i)
WRITE(CRT,A)
WRITE(CRT,*) ' Enter new factor ( or 0 to leave
)'
read (keybrd, A) num
if (num .ne. 0.0) factor(i) = num
768 continue
end if ICans = 'y'3
end if ICanscor = 'y'3
770 write(CRT,68) ' Do you want to specify a CONTROL file (y/n)
?'
read(Keybrd,444) ans
if ((ans .eq. 'y') .or. (ans .eq. 'Y')) then
write(CRT,68)
' Control filename : (Contl)
'
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read(Keybrd,100) Filnam
OPEN( 3 ,NAME=Filnam, STATUS = ' OLD' ,ERR=770
Contrl = 'y'
write(CRT,68)
' Full reporting to CRT? (y/n) '
read(Keybrd,444) report
end if
line 111 was the line below vw
! 'Grey'ch.
! 'Grey'ch.
! 'Grey'ch.
! 'Grey'ch.
0
1
2
3
in
in
in
in
case
case
case
case
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i
CALL SETCHN(2AA0,75)
CALL SETCHN( 2**1,75)
CALL SETCHN(2AA2,75)
CALL SETCHN(2**3,75)
a ADDED 2-april
GrBkgr = 0 ! Default march 9
CALL SETCHN(2AASelchn,GrBkgr)
CALL SETCHN(2AA0,GrBkgr)
CALL SETCHN( 2**1,GrBkgr)
CALL SETCHN( 2**2,GrBkgr)
CALL SETCHN( 2**3,GrBkgr)
aaa 30-nov select proper channel code and
111 if (scheme .eq. 'T') scheme =
if ((scheme .eq. 't') .or. (scheme .eq
scheme =
'temp'
else
scheme =
'spat'
endif
if (scheme .eq. 'spat') then
1 ! Spatial, display grey scale
'spat' ! the SAME channel
something was there
something was there
something was there
something was there
obsolete
! set 'blank'
! set 'blank'
! set 'blank'
! set 'blank'
scheme variableset
t'
'temp' ) )
area to GrBkgr
area to GrBkgr
area to GrBkgr
area to GrBkgr
then
selchn
scheme
in
else
2 ! Temporal, display grey scale
'temp' ! a DIFFERENT channel
inselchn
scheme
end if
CALL IPOKE(JCSR, "41000) ! SET SPEED AND DELTA BITS
CALL IPOKE(JCBCRG, "100000) ! MODE 2 - START AT ELEMENT 0
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
*** display object function Cin channel 13
771 if (Contrl .ne. 'y' ) then
write(CRT,*)
' filename : FUNCTION (ie. dgl5) '
write(CRT,68)
' (or "C" to enter constant) '
read(Keybrd,100) FilObj
else
read(3,100) FilObj
endif
if ((FilObj .eq. 'c') .or. (FilObj
write (CRT, 68)
' Enter constant
read (Keybrd,*) InFunc(l)
Infunc(l) = InFunc(l) * 100
do 773 I = 2,512
InFunc(I) = InFunc(l)
773 continue
goto 775 ! skip over disk read
endif ICFilObj .eq. 'C'3
if ( (FilObj. eq.
'setup' ) .or. (FilObj. eq.
'SETUP' ) ) then
.eq. 'C'))
(0-255) '
then
! correct for *100 factor
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RUN SETUP. ftn for setup pattern
(0.0 -> 1.0)
write (CRT,*)
goto 771
endif
OPEN (Disk,NAME=FilObj,STATUS=' OLD'
,ERR
= 771)
READ ( Di sk , * ) ( I , InFun c ( J ) , J = 1 , 5 1 2 )
CLOSE(UNIT=Disk)
779 if (Contrl .ne. 'y') then
WRITE(CRT,780) ' Enter the contrast
780 format ( '$' ,A)
read (keybrd,*) weight
else
read (3,*) weight
endif
if ((weight .It. 0.0) .or. (weight .gt
REDUCE CONTRAST BY MULTIPLIER
775 do 782 I = 1,512 ! reduce
DCfunc(i)=12800+int(float( ( InFunc( i) -12800) )*weight)
782 continue
aaa Search for high, low, and average value of FilObj
1.0) ) goto 779
contrast by weight
150
FncMin
FncMax
FncAvg
do 150
initialize
initialize
initialize
continue
FncAvg =
FncMin =
FncMax =
FncAvg =
CORRECT
= 25500
= 0
= 0
1=1,512
FncAvg =
if (DCfunc(i) .It
if (DCfunc(i) .gt
min
max
average
FncAvg Dcfunc( i)
. FncMin) FncMin =
, FncMax) FncMax =
DCfunc(i)
DCfunc ( i )
FncAvg/ 512.0
FncMin/ 100
FncMax/ 100
FncAvg/ 100
DIGITAL COUNT
.
'y' ) .
dump
i
i
FOR
or. (AnsCor .eq. ' Y
values ? Cy/n3'
define
define
define
correct for *100 factor from
correct for *100 factor from
correct for *100 factor from
POSITION ON CRT
if ((AnsCor .eq. 'y '). . Y' ) ) then
write(crt,780)
'
read (keybrd, 444 ) AnsDmp
if (AnsDmp .eq. 'Y') AnsDmp = 'y'
do 781 I = 1,512 ! correct digital count for position on CRT
CALL CORECT(DCfunc(i) , I, factor)
graph =
' aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa'
test = dcfunc(i) /100
if (AnsDmp .eq. 'y') then
if ( ( test.gt. 120) .and. (test. It. 126) )
if ( (test
if ( (test
if ( (test
if ( (test
if ( (test
if ( (test
if ( (test
if ( (test. gt. 160)
if ( (test. gt. 165)
gt.125)
gt.130)
gt.135)
gt.140)
gt.145)
gt. 150) .and. (test
gt . 155) .and. (test
and. (test
and. (test
if ( ( test .gt
if ( (test.gt
and. (test. It. 131) )
and. (test. It. 136) )
and. (test. It. 141) )
and. (test. It. 146) )
and. (test. It. 151) )
.It. 156))
.It. 161) )
.It. 166) )
.It. 171) )
,170) .and. ( test . It . 176) )
,175) .and. (test. It . 181) )
write(crt,800
write( crt ,801
write( crt ,802
write( crt ,803
write(crt ,804
write( crt ,805
write(crt,806
write(crt,807
write(crt,808
write(crt,809
write(crt,810
write( crt ,811
i, test , graph
i, test , graph
i , test , graph
i , test , graph
i , test , graph
i , test , graph
i, test , graph
i , test , graph
i, test , graph
i, test,graph
i, test , graph
i , test,graph
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if ( (test.gt. 180) .and. (test. It. 186) ) write ( crt ,812) i, test, graph
if ( (test. gt. 185). and. (test. It. 191)) write ( crt ,813 ) i, test,graph
if ( (test. gt. 190) .and. (test. It. 196) ) write ( crt ,814 ) i, test,graph
if ( (test. gt. 195) .and. (test. It. 201) ) write( crt ,815) i, test, graph
if ( ( test.gt. 200) ) write(crt,*) ' aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa . .
endif ! CAnsDmp. eq. 'y
' 3
800 format(I,I,A2)
801 format(I,I,A4)
802 format(I,I,A6)
803 format(I,I,A8)
804 format(I,I,A10)
805 format(I,I,A12)
806 format(I,I,A14)
807 format(I,I,A16)
808 format(I,I,A18)
809 format(I,I,A20)
810 format(I,I,A22)
811 format(I,I,A24)
812 format(I,I,A26)
813 format(I,I,A28)
814 format(I,I,A30)
815 format(I,I,A32)
816 format(I,I,A34)
781 continue
endif ! CAnsCor .eq. 'y'3
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
a ADDED 13-apr-86 correction for luminance to DigCnt conversion
a First, use given luminance (DGfunc(i)) to select proper
a digital count value from the look up table (LUT)
aaa TEMPORARY func simply to verify data read in .
do 165 I = 1,512
DCfunc(I) = nint( f loat (DCfunc( I) ) / 100.0)
165 continue
aaa TEMPORARY func simply to verify data read in .
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
C MOVE INTEGERS IN DCfunc INTO L0GICALA1 ARRAY
IF ((half .eq. 'y') .or. (half .eq. 'Y')) then
A** Rearrange the data file if set for half field display
* 1 128 256 384 512
* CO ->3 1 128 256 C<- 03
** 256-384 TAKES OLD 129-255
do 361 i=256,384
dcfunc(i)= dcfunc( i-128)
361 continue
** 129-255 TAKES OLD 1-128
do 341 i=129,255
dcfunc(i)= dcfunc(i-128)
341 continue
*** Set first 1/4 at zero
do 321 i=l,128
dcfunc(i)= 0 ! left 1/4
321 continue
*A* Set first 1/4 at zero
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do 381 i=385,512
dcfunc(i)= 0 ! right 1/4
381 continue
endif !Chalf3
774 DO 200 1=1,512
LBUFF(I)=DCfunc(I)
200 CONTINUE
GrBkgr = 0 ! Default march 9 '86
only allow green channel to be displayed
(doesn't matter for spatial)
call ipoke ( JfrOll, "505)
call ipoke ( Jfr231, "505)
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
chan 1 "505
C
A
AAA
AAA
DISPLAY FUNCTION
define top and bottom of function area to be displayed
yend = 229
YSTART =55
KCBCRG="4000+yend ! AUTO DECR- START AT TOP LINE OF FUNC DISP
CALL IPOKE (JCBCRG+2,KCBCRG)
27-NOV used for single plane viewing
DEFAULT CAHNNEL = GREEN (1)
selchn = 1
if (selchn .eq. -1) then
KCBCRG="1000+255
selchn=17 ! all channels
! WRITE SAME TO ALL CHANNELS - DELTA= ( 255+1 ) A2
else
KCBCRG= selchnA"20000 + selchnA"2000 + 255
selchn = 2AAselchn ! for background below
! write to selected channel - Delta =(255+l)*2
AAA
A
A
A
end if
CALL IPOKE (JCBCRG+4,-1) ! SET ALL BITPLANE MASKS:
CALL IPOKE (JCBCRG+6,KCBCRG) ! used in image ( all
SET BACKGROUND TO SELECTED VALUE ( ObBkgr )
if (scheme .eq. 'temp') then
ObBkgr=GrBkgr ! set to same as other field
CALL SETCHN( selchn,ObBkgr)
end if
27-nov 8pm: set bit masks for
green channel to be displayed.
how many bits
8 used here )
even
only
newer
allow
channel
chan 1 :
chan
chan
2
3
(object)
'505
'606
'707
AAAA
AAAA
ipoke ( JfrOll, "505)
ipoke ( Jfr231, "505)
=
'obj' ! object is on display
OBJECT TO CRT, ONE LINE AT A TIME
only to channel 1 (green)
showiUYstart,Yend, IBUFF, IMAGE)
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAA Begin Loop AAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
count = 0 ! initialize the number of images this
"run"
*** Menu to CRT
call
call
disp
SEND
send
call
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' temp' ) then
C 0 3 to toggle between object and grey
scale'
as often as
required'
Matching area must be on CRT to input
value'
Adjust
on the
the
CRT
contrast
by using
To: '
of the matching
area'
the numeric keypad:'
decrease - increase
552 count = count + 1 ! increment the number
553 write(CRT,554) ' aaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
554 format ( '+' ,A)
write(CRT,*)
write(CRT,*)
if (scheme .eq
write (CRT,*)
write (CRT,*)
write (CRT,*)
write (CRT,*)
end if
write (CRT,*)
write(CRT,*)
write(CRT,*)
write(CRT,*)
write(CRT,*)
write(CRT,*)
write (CRT,*)
write(CRT,*)
write(CRT,*)
write(CRT,*)
write(CRT,*)
write (CRT,*)
write (CRT,*)
write(CRT,*)
write(CRT,*)
write (CRT,*)
write(CRT,*)
300 continue ! return label for data collection:
aa fill dcfunc with new luminance values
Section below added to allow a 4 degree central
field with the left and right quarters black _
IF ((half .eq. 'y') .or. (half .eq. 'Y')) then
Leave first 1/4 at zero
do 320 i=l,128
dcfunc(i)= 0 ! left 1/4
continue
of images
AAAA'
viewed
C73------C93 Maximum
change'
C43 ------ C63 Average
change'
C13 ------C33 Minimum
change'
Enter "e" to end'
AAA
A
AAA
! left center 1/4
320
do 340 i=129,255
dcfunc ( i ) = LoLum
340 continue
do 360 i=256,384
dcfunc(i)= HiLum ! right center 1/4
360 continue
do 380 i=385,512
dcfunc(i)= 0
380 continue
ELSE ! use standard
do 400 i=l,128
dcfunc(i)= LoLum !
400 continue
do 410 i=129,384
dcfunc(i)= HiLum
410 continue
right 1/4
_
signal
left 1/4
! center 1/2
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do 420 i=385,512
dcfunc(i)= LoLum
420 continue
END IF
C MOVE INTEGERS IN dcfunc
DO 450 1=1,512
LBUFF(I)=dcfunc(I)
450 CONTINUE
right 1/4
INTO L0GICALA1 ARRAY
aaa 30-nov select
if (scheme .eq.
selchn
else
proper channel
' spat' ) then
= 1 ! Spatial,
code and set scheme variable
= 2 !
display grey scale in
Temporal, display grey scale in
top
457
= 283
and bottom of matching area to be displayed
! DEFAULT Values for spatial
and
' CA3bove 'i
' temp' ) then
s
S
super
then
selchn
end if
a define
yend =
YSTART
if (scheme .eq.
if (super .eq,
if (super .eq,
yend = 229
YSTART =55
end if
end if
C DISPLAY MATCHING AREA
KCBCRG="4000+yend ! AUTO DECR- START AT TOP LINE OF FUNC DISP
CALL IPOKE (JCBCRG+2,KCBCRG)
KCBCRG= selchnA"20000 + selchnA"2000 + 255
selchn = 2AASelchn ! for background below
! write to selected channel - Delta =(255+l)A2
CALL IPOKE (JCBCRG+4,-1) ! SET ALL BITPLANE MASKS
CALL IPOKE (JCBCRG+6,KCBCRG)
aaaa SEND matching area TO CRT, ONE LINE AT A TIME
aaaa send only to channel 1 (green)
cal 1 showit ( Ystart ,Yend , IBUFF , IMAGE )
550 continue ! old toggle message
* For both cases:
how many bits
Call ClrTyp
IByte = GetTyp ( )
Do not accept '0' if in
if (scheme .eq. 'spat')
! ! Purge Typeahead
! ! Wait for next Character
'spat'ial scheme
then
*SLS
*SLS
if
end
end
if
(ichar .eq. '0
write(CRT,*)
write (CRT,*)
goto 553
if
i then
No need
spatial
to toggle
comparison'
Do not accept grey scale value if viewing object.
if (scheme .eq. 'temp') then
if ( (ichar. eq.
'e' ) .or. (ichar. eq.
'E' ) ) goto 555 !
if ( ichar. eq.
'-' ) goto 555 !
end
end
this
this
obj
obj
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if ( ( ichar. eq.
if ( (disp . eq.
write(CRT,A)
write(CRT,*)
call waste(2,
553
q' ) .or
'
obj
' ) .and.
You must be
in order to
0)
(ichar. eq. 'Q' ) ) goto 598 ! to quit
(ichar .ne. '0')) then
viewing the matching
field'
enter a value -
'
! hold CRT a second
goto
end if
end if
IF( ICHAR
LoLum
HiLum
END IF
IF (ICHAR
LoLum
HiLum
END IF
IF( ICHAR
LoLum
HiLum
END IF
IF (ICHAR
LoLum
HiLum
END IF
IF( ICHAR
LoLum
HiLum
END IF
IF (ICHAR
LoLum
HiLum
END IF
.EQ.
'1'
= LoLum
= HiLum
.EQ.
'3'
= LoLum
= HiLum
.EQ.
'4'
= LoLum
= HiLum
. EQ . ' 6 '
= LoLum
= HiLum
. EQ . ' 7 '
= LoLum
= HiLum
.EQ. '9
= LoLum
= HiLum
then !
MinStp
MinStp
then !
MinStp
MinStp
then !
AvgStp
AvgStp
then !
AvgStp
AvgStp
then !
MaxStp
MaxStp
then !
MaxStp
MaxStp
decrease contrast by MinStp
increase contrast by MinStp
decrease contrast by AvgStp
increase contrast by AvgStp
decrease side luminance by MaxStp
increase contrast by MaxStp
555 IF (ICHAR .EQ. 'E' ) ICHAR =
'e'
IF ((ICHAR .EQ. 'e' ) .or. (ICHAR .EQ. '-')) then ! what
'
Do not allow user to end with matching area on crt
if ((scheme .eq. 'temp') .and. (disp .eq. 'grs')) then
s next?
end
write (CRT,*)
write(CRT,*)
call waste (2
goto 553
if
You must be viewing the object
field'
in order to
end'
0) ! hold CRT a second
First, ask whether the image is perfect, visible edge, or unsure
528 write (crt,*) ' Do the edges have:
'
write( crt,*)
linear edges not sure non-linear
edges'
write( crt,*)
write( crt,* )
write( crt,*)
write(crt ,*)
write(crt ,*)
write(crt ,*)
write(crt ,*)
write(crt ,
read (keybrd,
C13 C23 C33
*)
(A)
Enter
) ans
2 , 3, or 9 to return to
viewing'
will use for coment
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coment = 'None'
.eq.
.eq,
. eq,
, eq,
1
2
3
9
if (ans
if (ans
if (ans
if (ans
if (coment .eq.
if (Contrl .ne.
write(CRT,A)
write(CRT.A)
write(CRT,*)
write(CRT,*)
write (CRT,*)
write(CRT,*)
write (CRT, A)
write (CRT, A)
read (Keybrd , 444 )
else
read (3,444) ans
endif
eq
eq
eq
eq
ne
) coment = '
) coment = '
) coment = '
) goto 553 !
'None' ) goto
'y' ) then
LINEAR EDGE
UNSURE
NON - LINEAR
rewrite menu
528
C13'
C23'
EDGE C33'
to screen
CR3epeat'
CC3hange contrast'
CN3ew function'
CS3top'
ANS
(ans
(ans
(ans
(ans
( (ans
if
if
if
if
if
A
444 format (Al)
'r'
'c'
'n'
's'
'R' )
(ans
ans =
'R'
ans = 'C
ans =
'N'
ans =
'S'
and. (ans.ne,
ne.
'N' ) .and,
'O.and. ! default
(ans.ne. 'S' ) ) ans = 'R'
AAA
AAA
A
A
AAA
GREY out the object field befo
if (ans .ne. 'R' ) then ! blank
First, DARKEN the object area
subject from noticing that the
as the center and edges.
Added zero value 7/16/
DO 660 1=1,512 ! set array to
if (scheme .eq. 'temp') LBUFF(
if (scheme .eq. 'spat') LBUFF(
660 CONTINUE
Ystart = 55
Yend = 229 ! subject to s
KCBCRG="4000+yend ! AUTO DECR-
CALL IPOKE (JCBCRG+2,KCBCRG)
call showiUYstart,Yend, IBUFF,
DO 672 1=1,512 ! set array to
LBUFF(I)=127
672 CONTINUE
Ystart = 283 ! also
'grey'
Yend = 457
KCBCRG="4000+yend ! AUTO DECR-
CALL IPOKE (JCBCRG+2,KCBCRG)
call showiUYstart,Yend, IBUFF,
end if !C ans .ne.
'R'
: get a
goto 650
END IF
re disk search for next image
if next is NEW or DIFF CONTRAST
to a value of 75 to prevent the
average luminance is the same
86 jbp
90 D/ARK grey
I)= 0 ! leave lower portion black
I)= 90! set lower portion to 90
ee that the images are dg = 127
START AT TOP LINE OF FUNC DISP
IMAGE)
127 'grey'
out the matching area
START AT TOP LINE OF FUNC DISP
IMAGE)
new file; dont CR3epeat
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IF ((ICHAR .EQ. 'd' ). or. (ICHAR .EQ. 'D')) then ! dump data
write (CRT, A)
ImCntr = real( real(HiLum-LoLum) / reaKHiLum+LoLum) )
write (CRT, 590) LoLum,HiLum, ImCntr
write (CRT,*)
ObCntr = real( real(FncMax-FncMin) / reaKFncMax+FncMin) )
write (CRT, 595) FncMin, FncMax,ObCntr
590 formaU' ',' LoLum = ',I5,4X,' HiLum = ' ,I5,4X,
+ ' ImCntr = ' -F10.5)
595 formate ',' FncMin = ' ,15, 4X, 'FncMax = ',I5,4X,
+ 'ObCntr = ' ,F10.5)
write(CRT,*)
' Count: ', count,' Object: ',FilObj
write(CRT,*)
goto 553
END IF
IF ((ICHAR .EQ. 'q' ) .or. (ICHAR .EQ. 'Q')) then ! QUIT!!
598 write(5,*)' Do you really want to quit (y/n)
'
read(5,444) quit
IF ((quit .EQ. 'y' ) .or. (quit .EQ. 'Y')) then ! QUIT!!
close(3) ! disk for control input
STOP
END IF !Cyes3
END IF !Cquit3
aaa 27-nov toggle between object and grey scale.
if (scheme .eq. 'temp') then
IFdCHAR .EQ. '0') then ! toggle display planes
if (disp .eq. 'obj') then ! now displaying object
aaa blank CRT momentarily (show channel three)
call ipoke ( JfrOll, "707) ! chan 3 = "707
call ipoke ( Jfr231, "707)
call waste(delay)
call ipoke ( JfrOll, "606) ! chan 2 = "606
call ipoke ( Jfr231, "606)
disp =
'grs' ! switch to displaying grey scale
else ! now displaying grey scale
aaa blank CRT momentarily (show channel three)
call ipoke ( JfrOll, "707) ! chan 3 = "707
call ipoke ( Jfr231, "707)
call waste(delay)
call ipoke ( JfrOll, "505) ! chan 1
= 505
call ipoke ( Jfr231, "505)
disp =
'obj' ! switch to displaying object area
end if
goto 550 ! return for scale value input
END IF ICichar .eq. '0'3
end if !C scheme .eq. 'temp '3
goto 300 ,,-, . . 4.-uQ
650 if ((report .eq. 'y') -or. (report .eq.
Y )) then
write (CRT, *)
' Program DOOLEY.
ftn'
write (CRT,*)
rr^cSe'eq^^temp'/^i'JcRT,*) Scheme = Temporal'
if (scheme .ne. 'temp') write(CRT,*)
'Scheme = Spatial
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if ( scheme ,
if (scheme ,
if (super
if (super
eq. 'temp') write(CRT,A)
eq. 'temp' ) then
eq.
'S' ) write(CRT,A) '
.ne.
'S' ) write(CRT,A) '
eq. tempi
'Delay =' ,Delay
Position
Position
=
Superimposed'
= Above '
HiLum = ' ,HiLum
end if !C scheme
write(CRT.A)
write(CRT,A) 'ObBkGr=', ObBkgr
write(CRT,A)
write(CRT,*) ' LoLum = ',LoLum,
write(CRT,*)
ImCntr = real( real (HiLum-LoLum) / reaKHiLum+LoLum) )
write(CRT,700) ' (HiLum - LoLum) / (HiLum + HiLum) =', ImCntr
700 format(A38,F7.4)
write (CRT, *)
write(CRT,*) ' FncMin = ',FncMin,' FncMax = ', FncMax
write (CRT,*)
ObCntr = real(
write(CRT,700)
write(CRT,A)
write (CRT, A) '
write (CRT,*)
WRITE(CRT,*) '
write(CRT,*)
end if ICreport .eq. 'y'3
write(CRT,*)
' aaaaaaaaa
write(CRT,A)
'
----- Pause -_.._.
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa Update DlyLog.dat data log file aaaaaaaaaaaaaa
if ((SubNam .eq. 'jnk') .or. (SubNam .eq. 'JNK')) goto 443
OPEN (disk,NAME= 'DlyLog.dat' ,STATUS=' old' ,ACCESS =
'append' )
a a a a a Dooley. ftn aaaaaaaaa-
reaKFncMax-
' (FncMax -
FncMin) / reaKFncMax+FncMin) )
FncMin) /(FncMax + FncMin) =',ObCntr
FncAvg = ' , FncAvg
SubjDate , SubNam , ' Run ; run
AAAAAAAAAA
, SubNam ,
' Run :
WRITE(Disk,*) '
WRITE(Disk,*) '
write(Disk,*)
'
WRITE(Disk,*) '
if (scheme .ne.
if ( ( scheme . eq
WRITE (Disk,*)
end if
if ((scheme .eq. ' temp' ) .and. ( super .ne. 'S
WRITE(Disk,*) ' Temporal Delay: ',delay,'
end if ICscheme .eq. tempi
ImCntr = real( real (HiLum-LoLum) / reaKHiLum+LoLum) )
ObCntr = real( real(FncMax-FncMin) / reaKFncMax+FncMin)
runDate: ',date,' Subj:
Object =' ,FilObj
Comments: ' , coment
'temp') WRITE(Disk,*) ' Spatial'
' temp' ) .and. ( super .eq. 'S')) then
Position = Superimposed'Temporal Delay: ' ,delay,
) ) then
Position = Above '
WRITE (Disk, 565)
WRITE(Disk,565)
565 formatZ
CLOSE(UNIT=Disk)
aaaaa added march 9
443 LoLum =
HiLum = 127
run = run + 1
if (ANS .eq. 'C
if (ANS .eq. 'N'
if (ANS .eq. 'S'
LoLum ,HiLum , ImCntr
FncMin , FncMax ,ObCntr
'
,2(16) ,F10.5)
86: reset matching area to grey, and loop
127
) GOTO 779 ! CHANGE the CONTRAST
) GOTO 111 ! display a new function
) then ! end here
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close(3) ! disk for control input
close(disk) ! disk file
STOP
endif
a else repeat the loop again ( C03 is default )
GOTO 552 ! REPEAT LOOP
END
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
subroutine CORECT(func, pos, factor)
realA4 factor(lO)
real*4 slope ! slope of factor in specified region
real*4 inter ! interpolated factor
integerA2 func
integerA2 pos
a INTERPOLATE FOR 47-93, EXTRAPOLATE FOR 1-46
if ( (pos.ge. 1) .and. (pos. le. 93) ) then
slope = (factor(2) - factor(D) / (93.0 - 47.0)
inter = factor(l) + slopeA(pos - 47.0)
func = func * inter
return
endif
A INTERPOLATE FOR 94-140
if ( (pos.ge. 94) .and. (pos. le. 140) ) then
slope = (factorO) - factor(2)) / (140.0 - 93.0)
inter = factor(2) + slopeA(pos - 94.0)
func = func a inter
return
endif
A INTERPOLATE FOR 141-186
if ( (pos.ge. 141) .and. (pos. le. 186) ) then
slope = (factor(4) - factorO)) / (186.0 - 140.0)
inter = factorO) + slopeA(pos - 141.0)
func = func * inter
return
endif
a INTERPOLATE FOR 187-233
if ( (pos.ge. 187) .and. (pos. le. 233) ) then
slope = (factor(5) - factor (4)) / (233.0
- 186.0)
inter = factor(4) + slopeA(pos
- 187.0)
func = func a inter
return
endif
* INTERPOLATE FOR 234-279
if ( (pos.ge. 234) .and. (pos. le. 279) ) then
slope = (factor(6) - factor (5)) / (279.0
- 233.0)
inter = factor(5) + slopeA(pos
- 234.0)
func = func * inter
return
endif
* INTERPOLATE FOR 280-326
if ( (pos.ge. 280). and. (pos. le. 326)) then
slope = (factor(7) - factor(6)) / (326.0
- 279.0)
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inter = factor(6) + slopeA(pos - 280.0)
func = func * inter
return
endif
A INTERPOLATE FOR 327-372
if ( (pos.ge. 327) .and. (pos. le. 372) ) then
slope = (factorO) - factorO)) / (372.0 - 326.0)
inter = factorO) + slopeA(pos - 327.0)
func = func a inter
return
endif
A INTERPOLATE FOR 373-419
if ( (pos.ge. 373) .and. (pos. le. 419) ) then
slope = (factorO) - factor (8)) / (419.0 - 372.0)
inter = factorO) + slopeA(pos - 373.0)
func = func * inter
return
endif
A INTERPOLATE FOR 420-465 EXTRAPOLATE FOR 466-512
if ( (pos.ge. 420) .and. (pos. le. 512) ) then
slope = (factor(lO) - factorO)) / (465.0 - 419.0)
inter = factorO) + slopeA(pos - 420.0)
func = func * inter
return
endif
end
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
subroutine waste(delay)
a wastes time while CRT is blanked.
a delay is approximately seconds
realA4 delay
realA4 wast
integerA2 i,k
do 110 i=l,int(delayA100)
do 100 k=l,10
wast = 0.75
wast = atan(wastAA3)
100 continue
110 continue
return
end
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
subroutine showiUYstart ,Yend, IBUFF, IMAGE)
INTEGER*2 IBUFF (256) ! IBUFF = Integer BUFFer equivalenced
integer*2 Ystart, Yend
EXTERNAL IMAGE
DO 500 IY=YSTART,yend
CALL BLKM0V( IBUFF, IMAGE, 256)
500 CONTINUE
return
end
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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Appendix B: Meter Schematic:
out
0.00 - 7.70 VDC
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Appendix C: Observers
Initials Name Number of Observations
BVB Bernie V. Brower 40
CGF Charles G. Fink 205
CNS Carl Salvaggio 31
JBP Jeff B. Pelz 608
MBP Myra B. Pelz 208
RLM Rhea L. McDonough 191
RVR Rolando V. Racqueno 149
SAG Scott A. Giancola 130
WNB Willem Brouwer 99
Total observations: 1,661
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Appendix D: Sample Raw Data Collection
a a a a a Dooley. ftn aaaaaaaaa
Date: 5-MAY-86 Subj: SAG Run: 1738
Object =DG15
Comments: LINEAR EDGE C13
Spatial
123 131 0.03150
122 133 0.03947
a a a a a Dooley. ftn aaaaaaaaa
Date: 5-MAY-86 Subj: SAG Run: 1739
Object =DG15
Comments: NON - LINEAR EDGE C33
Spatial
91 163 0.28346
65 191 0.49143
a a a a a Dooley. ftn aaaaaaaaa
Date: 5-MAY-86 Subj: SAG Run: 1740
Object =DG15
Comments: LINEAR EDGE C13
Spatial
116 138 0.08661
106 149 0.16706
a a a a a Dooley. ftn aaaaaaaaa
Date: 5-MAY-86 Subj: SAG Run: 1741
Object =DG15
Comments: NON - LINEAR EDGE C33
Spatial
106 148 0.16552
77 178 0.39361
a a a a a Dooley. ftn aaaaaaaaa
Date: 5-MAY-86 Subj: SAG Run: 1742
Object =DG15
Comments: UNSURE C23
Spatial
111 143 0.12598
90 166 0.29513
a a a a a Dooley. ftn aaaaaaaaa
Date: 5-MAY-86 Subj: SAG Run: 1743
Object =DG15
Comments: LINEAR EDGE C13
Spatial
118 136 0.07087
112 143 0.11831
a a a a a Dooley. ftn aaaaaaaaa
Date: 5-MAY-86 Subj: SAG Run: 1744
Object =DG15
Comments: LINEAR EDGE C13
Spatial
125 129 0.01575
125 130 0.01953
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Appendix E: DG15 Data Summary
FILENAME: all_dgl5_table
ACTUAL PERCEIVED StDev StDev/
MOD. MOD. PERCEIVED COUNT
0.02 0.014 0.003 0.223 16
0.04 0.028 0.006 0.211 15
0.05 0.036 0.007 0.179 41
0.06 0.038 0.006 0.153 15
0.08 0.057 0.014 0.243 28
0.10 0.068 0.011 0.168 33
0.12 0.073 0.014 0.186 19
0.20 0.113 0.021 0.186 27
0.25 0.130 0.024 0.181 23
0.30 0.143 0.026 0.181 23
0.39 0.153 0.039 0.251 13
0.49 0.179 0.058 0.326 13
FILENAME: cgf_dgl5_table
ACTUAL PERCEIVED StDev StDev/
MOD. MOD. PERCEIVED COUNT
0.05 0.036 0.006 0.159 8
0.08 0.052 0.009 0.173 3
0.10 0.063 0.016 0.250 3
0.20 0.092 0.005 0.050 3
0.25 0.108 0.009 0.085 3
0.30 0.142 0.021 0.147 3
0.39 0.102 0.000 0.000 1
0.49 0.094 0.000 0.000
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FILENAME: jbp_dgl5_table
ACTUAL PERCEIVED StDev StDev/
MOD. MOD. PERCEIVED COUNT
0.02 0.014 0.003 0.249 9
0.04 0.025 0.004 0.140 8
0.05 0.030 0.004 0.144 13
0.06 0.038 0.005 0.131 8
0.08 0.050 0.007 0.145 11
0.10 0.063 0.006 0.091 16
0.12 0.073 0.009 0.130 9
0.20 0.116 0.019 0.165 7
0.25 0.134 0.017 0.129 6
0.29 0.135 0.015 0.113 6
0.39 0.172 0.022 0.127 5
0.49 0.208 0.031 0.148 5
FILENAME: mbp_dgl5_table
ACTUAL PERCEIVED StDev StDev/
MOD. MOD. PERCEIVED COUNT
0.05 0.039 0.000 0.003
0.08 0.063 0.014 0.217 3
0.10 0.076 0.020 0.260 3
0.11 0.075 0.006 0.074 2
0.19 0.100 0.004 0.039 4
0.25 0.139 0.009 0.065 3
0.30 0.152 0.005 0.030 3
0.39 0.142 0.000 0.000 1
0.49 0.126 0.000 0.000 1
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FILENAME: rlm_dgl5_table
ACTUAL PERCEIVED StDev StDev/
MOD. MOD. PERCEIVED
FILENAME: sag_dgl5_table
ACTUAL PERCEIVED StDev StDev/
MOD. MOD. PERCEIVED
COUNT
0.05 0.039 0.000 0.000 3
0.08 0.071 0.017 0.240 4
0.10 0.081 0.008 0.093 4
0.20 0.142 0.009 0.064 4
0.25 0.148 0.012 0.080 4
0.30 0.146 0.014 0.094 4
0.39 0.189 0.000 0.000 1
0.49 0.181 0.000 0.000 1
COUNT
0.05 0.043 0.005 0.109 4
0.08 0.063 0.000 0.000 2
0.10 0.067 0.006 0.083 2
0.20 0.110 0.000 0.000 2
0.25 0.134 0.011 0.083 2
0.30 0.130 0.006 0.043 2
0.39 0.165 0.000 0.000 1
0.49 0.283 0.000 0.000 1
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